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Introduction

On April 28, 2012, 50 year-old Barack 
Obama stood before journalists, celebrities, 
and politicians at the annual White House 

Correspondent’s Dinner (WHCD) in the Washing-
ton Hilton Ballroom to deliver the event’s opening 
remarks. He mocked Donald Trump, teased mem-
bers of  Congress, and prodded Hilary Clinton for 
her recent forays into drinking and dancing before 
turning the roast on himself. As a picture of  a youth-
ful, dark-haired Obama appeared on screen, Obama 
said, “Four years ago, I looked like this.” The picture 
changed to a weary, graying Obama. “Today, I look 
like this,” he continued, “And four years from now, I 
will look like this,” as the screen now showed a photo 
of  a resplendently white-haired Morgan Freeman. 
“That’s not even funny,” the president said amid the 
laughter in the ballroom.
     Articles on the progressive graying of  Obama’s 
hair had started to appear as early as just -5 (yes, nega-
tive 5) days into his administration (Hajduch 2009)1. 
Running up to the 2012 WHCD, these articles be-
gan appearing as frequently as the actual gray hairs 
on Obama’s head (e.g., Crone 2010, Felsenthal 2011), 
and even the headliner of  the previous year’s WHCD, 
Seth Meyers, ribbed Obama and his increasingly pep-
pered hair. The seminal article on the topic seems 
to be Helen Cooper’s piece in the New York Times 
(2009) and includes the ostensibly ass-pulled statis-

1  In fact, during the election, there were reports that Obama 
was actually dying his hair gray in order to appeal to more vot-
ers (NY Magazine 2008).

tic that US Presidents age 2 years faster than other 
Americans2. 
     However, other than providing a gallery of  Obama 
photos over time, none of  these articles attempt to 
quantify the rate at which Obama has grayed since 
taking office. The goal of  this paper is to use monthly 
photos of  Barack Obama to determine how fast he 
has transformed from “man with energy” to “man 
with experience”. We also tested Obama’s own pre-
diction that in four years from the 2012 WHCD, his 
hair will resemble Morgan Freeman’s.

Methods
     We obtained photos of  Barack Obama taken every 
month from January 2009 until August 2014. Most of  
these photos came from The White House’s Photo-
stream on Flickr and this Washington Post slideshow. 
URL’s for all photos are provided in the Appendix at 
the end of  this paper. 
     For each month we chose a photo that was: 1) 
taken indoors, 2) showed Obama in focus, and 3) 
showed a frontal view of  Obama’s face. We only 
chose indoor photos as a way to control for the ef-
fects of  lighting (although we acknowledge that we 
couldn’t completely control for this effect). 
     For each photo, we used the magnetic lasso tool 
in Adobe Photoshop to select Obama’s hair. We then 
obtained the Median Gray Value of  the selection, us-
ing the Record Measurements tool. This Gray Value 
is a measure of  brightness, and ranges from 0 (dark, 
or ‘black hair’) to 255 (bright, or ‘white hair’).
2  Olshansky (2011) confirms the ass-pullitude of that statistic.

1 - Department of Gray-Hair Rhymology
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http://youtu.be/6IoVSbjmTZs
http://youtu.be/6IoVSbjmTZs
http://www.chicagomag.com/Chicago-Magazine/January-2009/Aging-O/
http://www.mlive.com/news/kalamazoo/index.ssf/2010/01/president_obamas_gray_hair_agi.html
http://www.chicagomag.com/Chicago-Magazine/Felsenthal-Files/September-2011/Obamas-Gray-Hair-A-Scientific-Explanation/
http://youtu.be/7YGITlxfT6s?t=15m45s
http://youtu.be/7YGITlxfT6s?t=15m45s
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/03/05/us/politics/05gray.html?partner=rss
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2008/08/is_obama_dying_his_hair_gray.html
http://youtu.be/j86pq_nz5rU
http://youtu.be/j86pq_nz5rU
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
http://jama.jamanetwork.com/article.aspx?articleid=201958
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We also conducted this analysis for four photos of  
Morgan Freeman from 2012 (see Appendix for Mor-
gan Freeman’s Gray Values). We then divided each 
measurement of  Obama’s Median Gray Value by the 
average of  these four Morgan Freeman Median Gray 
Values. The result was a number that represented how 
similar Obama’s hair was to Morgan Freeman’s at any 
given month. We represent this number as a percent-
age (e.g., a value of  100% means that Obama’s hair 
is exactly similar to Morgan Freeman’s). These values 
are given in the Appendix.

Results and Discussion
     Just by looking at photos of  Obama’s hair over 
time, we can conclude that he is indeed getting 
grayer (Figure 1). For a more quantitative perspec-
tive, we point you towards Figure 2, which shows 
that Obama’s Median Gray Value (as a percentage of  
Morgan Freeman’s hair) has been steadily rising since 
he took office. We annotated Fig. 2 with important 
events that occurred throughout Obama’s presidency. 
Initially, we wanted to look for associations between 
these events and the fluctuations in Obama’s hair col-

or. But then we realized that any day during Obama’s 
presidency is likely filled with so many stressful events 
that it would be difficult to attribute a rise in grayness 
to any single one of  them. 
     We fit a trendline to this data (dotted line in Fig. 2), 
and found the slope to be 0.452, meaning that Obama 
has gotten 0.452% closer to Morgan Freeman’s Hair 
every month since taking office. In January 2009, we 
estimate that Obama’s hair was 22% similar in color 
to Morgan Freeman’s, and that in August 2014 his 
hair was 52% similar to Morgan Freeman’s. Thus, 
Obama has gotten about 136% grayer since becom-
ing president.
     If  we extrapolate this trendline to the 89th month 
of  his presidency (which corresponds to May 2016, 
or about fours years from the 2012 WHCD when 
Obama made his prediction), we estimate that his 
hair will only be about 61.7% similar to Morgan 
Freeman’s. Thus, we predict that President Obama’s 
prediction will be wrong; cue Republicans snorting 
“typical”.
     Or will it? You can see in Figure 2 that the grayness 
of  Obama’s hair fluctuates quite a bit from month to 
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Figure 1 (previous page).  Crops of pictures of Obama’s hair from January 2009 to August 2014.

Figure 2.  Gray value of Obama’s hair (expressed as % similar to Morgan Freeman’s Hair) over time, with annotations of important 
events. Red Squares represent historical events, small black circles represent the approximate month that photos of Obama used in 
this analysis were taken.



month. The source of  these fluctuations comes from 
some combination of: the differential lighting in the 
photos, error associated from measuring Gray Values 
in Photoshop, and whether or not Obama recently 
had a haircut. We can expect that Obama’s hair color 
(or, at least, Obama’s hair color in photos) will likely 
fluctuate in the future. Thus, it may be the case that 
we will perceive Obama to have 100% Morgan Free-
man Hair (MFH) some time before May 2016, simply 
due to one of  these fluctuations (i.e., Obama having 
a bad gray-hair day).  
     We can determine the probability that Obama 
will have reached 100% MFH before May 2016 by 
simulating this data into the future. More specifically, 
we can run 1,000 simulations of  future Obama hair 
color (or, lack of  color) that are based on our trend-
line as well as the size of  the fluctuations present in 
the data3. Then, for each of  the 1,000 simulations, we 
3  More, more specifically: we used a first-order autoregres-
sive model. For our value of temporal autocorrelation, we used 
the first-order level of temporal autocorrelation in the dataset, 

can find out the earliest month in which we observed 
Obama’s hair reaching 100% MFH.
     Figure 3 shows the probability of  Obama reaching 
100% MFH in any month in the future. For example, 
there is just less than a 2% chance (= 0.02 probabil-
ity) that Obama will reach 100% MFH in Month 70 
of  his presidency (i.e., October 2014). To determine 
if  Obama will reach 100% MFH by the 89th Month 
(i.e., the month in which he said he would look like 
Morgan Freeman), we simply add up all the probabil-
ities up to Month 89 (i.e., all the blue lines in Fig. 3). 
This adds up to 0.513. In other words, there is about 
a 51% chance that Obama’s hair will have resembled 
Morgan Freeman’s by the time he said it would. Odds 
are, Obama is right. And if  this recent run of  bad 
news continues, he may reach 100% MFH sooner 
than he thought.

which was 0.465. For our estimate of the standard deviation 
of the normal distribution from which random numbers were 
drawn, we used the standard deviation of the data, which was 
about 15.
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Figure 3.  Results from simulating color of Obama’s hair into the future. Height of bar represents the probability that Obama will be 
at 100% Morgan Freeman Hair in that month. Blue bars represent all the months leading up to Month 89 (or May 2016), the date in 
which Obama said he would resemble Morgan Freeman.
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Appendix A. Raw Data for Barack Obama and Morgan Free-
man. Median Gray indicates median gray value of hair obtained 
from Photoshop. % MF the percent similarity to the gray value of 
Morgan Freeman’s hair in 2012. Source contains URLs of photo-
graphs used for analyses (click for links).

Date
Median 

Gray % MF Source
January 2009 18 13.5 LINK
February 2009 30 22.5 LINK
March 2009 30 22.5 LINK
April 2009 27 20.3 LINK
May 2009 55 41.3 LINK
June 2009 35 26.3 LINK
July 2009 41 30.8 LINK
August 2009 58 43.5 LINK
September 2009 65 48.8 LINK
October 2009 57 42.8 LINK
November 2009 29 21.8 LINK
December 2009 18 13.5 LINK
January 2010 37 27.8 LINK
February 2010 14 10.5 LINK
March 2010 26 19.5 LINK
April 2010 64 48.0 LINK
May 2010 18 13.5 LINK

June 2010 30 22.5 LINK
July 2010 75 56.3 LINK
August 2010 20 15.0 LINK
September 2010 31 23.3 LINK
October 2010 30 22.5 LINK
November 2010 37 27.8 LINK
December 2010 30 22.5 LINK
January 2011 24 18.0 LINK
February 2011 31 23.3 LINK
March 2011 21 15.8 LINK
April 2011 37 27.8 LINK
May 2011 73 54.8 LINK
June 2011 47 35.3 LINK
July 2011 56 42.0 LINK
August 2011 53 39.8 LINK
September 2011 36 27.0 LINK
October 2011 72 54.0 LINK

November 2011 65 48.8 LINK
December 2011 46 34.5 LINK
January 2012 64 48.0 LINK
February 2012 64 48.0 LINK
March 2012 34 25.5 LINK
April 2012 27 20.3 LINK
May 2012 31 23.3 LINK
June 2012 53 39.8 LINK
July 2012 46 34.5 LINK
August 2012 51 38.3 LINK
September 2012 53 39.8 LINK
October 2012 64 48.0 LINK
November 2012 70 52.5 LINK
December 2012 61 45.8 LINK
January 2013 36 27.0 LINK
February 2013 56 42.0 LINK
March 2013 58 43.5 LINK
April 2013 90 67.5 LINK
May 2013 100 75.0 LINK
June 2013 81 60.8 LINK
July 2013 39 29.3 LINK
August 2013 54 40.5 LINK
September 2013 79 59.3 LINK
October 2013 61 45.8 LINK
November 2013 50 37.5 LINK
December 2013 62 46.5 LINK
January 2014 62 46.5 LINK
February 2014 44 33.0 LINK
March 2014 59 44.3 LINK
April 2014 61 45.8 LINK
May 2014 73 54.8 LINK
June 2014 58 43.5 LINK
July 2014 91 68.3 LINK
August 2014 93 69.8 LINK
Morgan Freeman’s Hair:
2012 133
2012 112
2012 139
2012 149

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/picturegalleries/picturesoftheday/4536699/Pictures-of-the-day-6-February-2009.html?image=6
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/notre-dame-students-protest-pro-choice-president-obama-picked-give-commencement-speech-article-1.368682
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Barack_Obama_calls_Space_Shuttle_Atlantis_crew_2009-05-20.jpg
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/3818245824/in/set-72157622123760156
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/3860762100/in/set-72157622065916229
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/3993523315/in/set-72157622421852315
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/4014551936/in/set-72157622593716998
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northwest_Airlines_Flight_253#mediaviewer/File:Obama-hawaii-2009.jpg
http://abc7chicago.com/politics/happy-birthday-mr-president-see-president-obama-aging-over-the-years/240428/#gallery-3
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
http://www.zimbio.com/pictures/RlsDjFy9pAG/President+Obama+Signs+Health+Care+Reform+Bill/cFGhRcJ6Y1J/Barack+Obama
http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/90001/90779/90871/6950005.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/4877236922/in/set-72157624516514250
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/5245507145/in/set-72157625560847260
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/5385038517/in/set-72157625898691520
http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/01/29/us-egypt-usa-idUSTRE70R6A920110129
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/5641045310/in/set-72157626421975237
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/5741392184/in/set-72157626767345322
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/5937463818/in/set-72157626931414827
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/6002646313/in/set-72157627217860727
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/6127741804/in/set-72157627624617704
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/6309120115/in/set-72157627919719269
http://bcnn1.com/actsofobama/2011/11/monday-november-28-2011-obama-hosts-eu-leaders-for-summit.html
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/6797315207/in/photolist-bmE1ZM-bmDV4T-bmDStn-bmE1QX-bmDV8p-bmDSPc-bmDsdB-aR43cF-bmDSHD-b1wQQK-bmDSzB-bmE1GZ-aVQMH4-bmDXtD-bmDSnF-bmDrZB-bmDVcK-bmDsni-bmDZeT-bmE38B-bmDVh2-bmDskk-bmE1Wx-bmDswa-bmDVjX-bmDZwV-bmDs6k-bmE3eB-bmDZsK-bmDZbv-bmE32P-b4bmaV-b1dHgH-bmDSTp-m37gCp-cmEjhm-b4vVik-b1yaDp
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/7003515047/in/set-72157629636157587
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
http://nbclatino.com/2012/06/19/twitter-erupts-as-obama-order-gives-work-permits-to-undocumented-immigrants/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_House_Task_Force_to_Protect_Students_from_Sexual_Assault#mediaviewer/File:Official_portrait_of_President_Obama_and_Vice_President_Biden_2012.jpg
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/lifestyle/the-age-of-obama/index.html
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/8077974709/in/photolist-diPJs2-de8hiS-diPHGn-diPFFS-dacoUq-dacoUZ-ddMouC-dnrDWD-dnrDYn-dnrDZt-owBGCP-owSd6Q-dm5dBH
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/8227357727/in/set-72157632122740243
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/8340734867/in/set-72157632418300447
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/8389723607/in/set-72157632548648704
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/01/28/us-obama-syria-idUSBRE90R00V20130128
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/8555063338/in/set-72157632984452357
http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2013/03/01/press-conference-president-obama-talk-about-moving-forward-despite-sequester
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/8734832757/in/set-72157633471728555
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/9097196788/in/set-72157634235266773
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/8952171039/in/photolist-fc76QP-fcmpiS-fcmpqj-fcmoVd-fcmoQh-fc76sZ-fc77MX-fc7844-fc77Jt-fc76vM-fc76HR-fc76W4-fc77Rz-fcmpuS-fc77Lx-fcmp7G-fc76ye-fcmoVu-fc77u2-fc77zB-fc76X6-fcmpts-fcmpRJ-fc77za-fc77Bv-fcmoho-fcmpdS-eE5eiz-fc77HZ-fc77vp-fc76tB-fc78fT-fcmokd-fc78c2-fc77W4-fc77U2-fcmoh7-eRUeZu-fkq3EA-hxBydC-fmuPEW-eD5dyx-eLu4bw-ePnBcC-mmVK8m-eECTaP-jQNCBi-ir2MBP-fme2kK-ir3BuR
http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/trayvon-martin-could-have-been-me-says-oba
http://uk.reuters.com/article/2013/08/07/uk-obama-leno-idUKBRE97600B20130807
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/12241512723/in/set-72157640366153923
https://www.flickr.com/photos/67492279@N07/10825516963/in/photolist-jDKFW5-jDLafW-jDFycA-jDFyqw-fmuPEW-gijmsi-huBB3c
http://www.freep.com/article/20131118/COL10/311180099/website-obama-affordable-health-care-i-don-t-know-in-the-dark
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/12240440003/in/set-72157640366153923
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/14081568972/in/set-72157644456817651
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/audio-video/video_thumbnail/potus-maryland.jpg
http://www.globalpost.com/sites/default/files/imagecache/gp3_slideshow_large/photos/2014-March/obama_european_trip_march_2014.jpg
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-27154489
https://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/14358512559/in/set-72157645036911228
http://www.voanews.com/content/obama-we-dont-leave-soldiers-behind/1928387.html
https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/484463144736423936
http://www.gannett-cdn.com/-mm-/e9a0d8f58095155135a031010c4e797d823053d1/c=98-0-2259-1624&r=x404&c=534x401/local/-/media/PalmSprings/PalmSprings/2014/08/08/1407527536000-tdsdc5-6ghgzb8cg381h1csbb9y-original.jpg

